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1: Voici le nouveau prÃ©sident de la commission de l'Union africaine | Al HuffPost Maghreb
L'Union sud-africaine ou union d'Afrique du Sud (en anglais, Union of South Africa, en nÃ©erlandais Unie van
Zuid-Afrika et en afrikaans Unie van Suid-Afrika) est le nom donnÃ© Ã l'Ã‰tat d'Afrique du Sud de sa fondation en ,
comme dominion de la Couronne britannique, Ã , annÃ©e de la crÃ©ation de la rÃ©publique d'Afrique du Sud.

An entrenched clause in the Constitution mentioned Dutch and English as official languages of the Union, but
the meaning of Dutch was changed by the Official Languages of the Union Act, to include both Dutch and
Afrikaans. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Many opposed moves to make the country a republic , voting "no" in the 5 October
referendum , but due to the much larger number of Afrikaans-speaking voters, the referendum passed, leading
to the establishment of a republic in Natal , which had an English -speaking majority, voted against.
Following the referendum result, some whites in Natal even called for secession from the Union. The features
of the Union were carried over with very little change to the newly formed Republic. The decision to
transform from a Union to Republic was narrowly decided in the referendum. First it entrenched the liberal by
South African standards Cape Qualified Franchise system of the Cape Colony which operated free of any
racial considerations although due to socio-economic restrictions no real political expression of non-whites
was possible. Merriman , fought hard, but ultimately unsuccessfully, to extend this system of multi-racial
franchise to the rest of South Africa. Second it made "native affairs" a matter for the national government. The
practice therefore was to establish a Minister of Native Affairs. According to Stephen Howe, colonialism in
some casesâ€”most obviously among white minorities in South Africaâ€”meant mainly that these violent
settlers wanted to maintain more racial inequalities than the colonial empire found just. Early unification
attempt under Sir George Grey s [ edit ] Sir George Grey , the Governor of Cape Colony from to , decided that
unifying the states of southern Africa would be mutually beneficial. The stated reasons were that he believed
that political divisions between the white-controlled states "weakened them against the natives", threatened an
ethnic divide between British and Boer, and left the Cape vulnerable to interference from other European
powers. He believed that a united "South African Federation", under British control, would resolve all three of
these concerns. However, he was overruled by the British Colonial Office which ordered him to desist from
his plans. His refusal to abandon the idea eventually led to him being recalled. The imposition of
confederation s [ edit ] In the s, the London Colonial Office, under Secretary for the Colonies Lord Carnarvon
, decided to apply a system of Confederation onto southern Africa. On this occasion however, it was largely
rejected by southern Africans, primarily due to its very bad timing. The various component states of southern
Africa were still simmering after the last bout of British expansion, and inter-state tensions were high. In
addition, many local leaders resented the way it was imposed from outside without understanding of local
issues. These smaller states would gradually accede to the much larger Cape Colony through a system of
treaties, whilst simultaneously gaining elected seats in the Cape parliament. While subsequently
acknowledged to be more viable, this model was rejected at the time by London. He pushed ahead with his
Confederation plan, which unraveled as predicted, leaving a string of destructive wars across southern Africa.
These conflicts eventually fed into the first and second Anglo-Boer Wars , with far-reaching consequences for
the subcontinent. The newly arrived miners were needed for the mines but were distrusted by the politically
dominant Afrikaners, who called them " uitlanders " and imposed heavy taxes and very limited civil rights,
with no right to vote. The British, jealous of the gold and diamond mines and highly protective of its people,
demanded reforms, which were rejected. The British war effort was further supported by volunteers from
across the Empire. All other nations were neutral, but public opinion in them was largely hostile to Britain.
Inside Britain and its Empire there also was a significant Opposition to the Second Boer War because of the
atrocities and military failures. Prime Minister Salisbury and his top officials, especially colonial secretary
Joseph Chamberlain , ignored the repeated warnings of military advisors that the Boers were well prepared,
well armed, and fighting for their homes in a very difficult terrain. The Boers struck first, besieging
Ladysmith, Kimberly, and Mafeking in early , and winning important battles at Colenso, Magersfontein and
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Stormberg. Staggered, the British fought back, relieved its besieged cities, and prepared to invade first the
Orange Free State, and then Transvaal in late The Boers refused to surrender or negotiate, and reverted to
guerrilla warfare. After two years of hard fighting, Britain, using over , soldiers systematically destroyed the
resistance, raising worldwide complaints about brutality. The Boers were fighting for their homes and
families, who provided them with food and hiding places. The British solution was to forcefully relocate all
the Boer civilians into heavily guarded concentration camps, where about 28, died of disease. Then it
systematically blocked off and tracked down the highly mobile Boer combat units. The battles were small
operations; most of the dead were victims of disease. The war ended in victory for the British and the
annexation of both republics, which became the Transvaal Colony and the Orange River Colony. Hence the
long-standing desire of many colonial administrators to establish a unified structure became feasible. South
African customs union and trade tariffs[ edit ] The matter of trade tariffs had been a long-standing source of
conflict between the various political units of Southern Africa. Essentially at the heart of the crisis lay the fact
that the Transvaal was a landlocked economic hub that resented its dependence on its neighbours, as well as
the costs it was incurring through rail and harbour customs. The Cape Colony was heavily dependent upon
customs as a source of tax revenue and subsequently was directly competing with both Natal and Portuguese
East Africa Mozambique. The South African Customs Union came into existence in , but various problems
existed with the arrangements particularly because the Transvaal was insistent on dominating the Union.
Union of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia[ edit ] In the colony of Southern Rhodesia had a chance
ultimately rejected to join the Union through a referendum. Some favoured responsible government within
Southern Rhodesia while others especially in Matabeleland favoured membership in the Union of South
Africa. Although opinion among the United Kingdom government, the South African government and the
British South Africa Company favoured the union option and none tried to interfere in the referendum , when
the referendum was held the results saw Palgrave Commission The inhospitable coast of what is now the
Republic of Namibia remained uncolonised up until the end of the 19th century. From , the leaders of several
indigenous peoples, notably Maharero of the Herero nation, approached the Cape Parliament to the south.
Anticipating invasion by a European power and already suffering Portuguese encroachment from the north
and Afrikaner encroachment from the south, these leaders approached the Cape Colony government to discuss
the possibility of accession and the political representation it would entail. Accession to the Cape Colony, a
self-governing state with a system of multi-racial franchise and legal protection for traditional land rights, was
at the time considered marginally preferable to annexation by Portugal or Germany. In response, the Cape
Parliament appointed a special Commission under William Palgrave , to travel to the territory between the
Orange and Cunene rivers and to confer with these leaders regarding accession to the Cape. In the negotiations
with the Palgrave Commission , some indigenous nations such as the Damara and the Herero responded
positively Oct , other reactions were mixed. Britain relented, insofar as allowing the Cape to incorporate
Walvis Bay , which was brought under the magisterial district of Cape Town , but when the Germans
established a protectorate over the area in , South West Africa was predominantly autonomous. South African
occupation[ edit ] South West Africa stamp: With the establishment of the League of Nations and cessation of
the war, South Africa obtained a Class C Mandate to administer South West Africa "under the laws of the
mandatory South Africa as integral portions of its territory". Subsequently, the Union of South Africa
generally regarded South West Africa as a fifth province, although this was never an official status. With the
creation of the United Nations , the Union applied for the incorporation of South West Africa, but its
application was rejected by the U. This invitation was in turn rejected by the Union, which subsequently did
not modify the administration of South West Africa and continued to adhere to the original mandate. This
caused a complex set of legal wranglings that were not finalised when the Union was replaced with the
Republic of South Africa. In , the Union passed a law bringing South West Africa into closer association with
it including giving South West Africa representation in the South African parliament. Walvis Bay , which is
now in Namibia , was originally a part of the Union of South Africa as it was a part of the Cape Colony at the
time of Unification. Statute of Westminster[ edit ] The Statute of Westminster passed by the British
Parliament in December , which repealed the Colonial Laws Validity Act and implemented the Balfour
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Declaration , had a profound impact on the constitutional structure and status of the Union. The most notable
effect was that the South African Parliament was released from many restrictions concerning the handling of
the so-called "native question". However the repeal was not sufficient to enable the South African Parliament
to ignore the entrenched clauses of its constitution the South Africa Act which led to the coloured-vote
constitutional crisis of the s wherein the right of coloureds to vote in the main South African Parliament was
removed and replaced with a separate, segregated, and largely powerless assembly.
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5: EncyclopÃ©die Larousse en ligne - Afrique du Sud : histoire
L'Union sud-africaine, qui possÃ¨de dÃ©jÃ un lourd passÃ© en la matiÃ¨re, va entrer dans un rÃ©gime politique
principalement centrÃ© sur la sÃ©grÃ©gation raciale.

6: Union sud africaine - English translation â€“ Linguee
L'Union sud-africaine apparaÃ®t pour la premiÃ¨re fois dans l'histoire de Carl Barks Picsou contre Gripsou, datÃ©e de
septembre Elle rÃ©apparaÃ®tra dans Safari siffleur!, de Carl Barks, datÃ©e de janvier , et dans La Terreur du
Transvaal, sixiÃ¨me Ã©pisode de la Jeunesse de Picsou, de Don Rosa, datÃ©e du 3 mai

7: EncyclopÃ©die Larousse en ligne - Afrique du Sud : histoire
L'Afrique du Sud souhaite que son ancienne chef de la diplomatie Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma (photo) soit choisie pour la
prÃ©sidence de la Commission de l'Union africaine (UA), qui doit Ãªtre renouvelÃ©e la semaine prochaine Ã
Addis-Abeba.

8: Lâ€™Afrique du sud et lâ€™Union africaine - RÃ©publique Togolaise
l'union sud africaine premiÃ¨re loi qui leur interdit l'accÃ¨s a certain emploie ANC crÃ©e par des noir de famille aisÃ©
qui craignent la sÃ©grÃ©gation le tribalisme rivalitÃ© ethnique.

9: Lâ€™Union sud-africaine () - Cartes historiques - Cartes - La Documentation franÃ§aise
L'Union sud-africaine face Ã la question raciale Nom de votre ami(e): Email de votre ami(e): NB: vous pouvez envoyer
la recommandation Ã plusieurs personnes en Ã©crivant leurs emails Ã la suite et en les sÃ©parant seulement par une
virgule.
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